
  

 

 

Across 

5. Hippie guy that gives Mark and Bryon ride to the hospital 
14. what M&M wears around his neck 
15. Cathy’s hippie brother who starts taking drugs 
19. Guy who dates both Angela and Cathy at different times 
20. Slang for a drug dealer 
22. M&M’s and Cathy’s last name 
24. Bryon's old girlfriend 
26. why M&M's dad makes fun of him 
29. how M&M makes his money 
31. the two guys that Mark and Bryon hustle in pool 
32. the younger, dumber one of the Shepard brothers 
33. She dates Bryon and is M&M’s sister 
34. What Mark does to make  money and upset Bryone 
36. Where in the hospital Cathy works 
37. Character who chooses to sell drugs to make money 
39. this is what Angela’s “thug” smashed against Mark's head 
41. Where Mark was hiding his drug supply 
44. Where Bryon and Mark first meet M&M 
45. how Mark gets revenge on Angela 
47. The first drug Cathy suspects her brother is doing 
49. how Mark got to probation 
51. his car is stolen for Mark’s probation trip 
52. where Bryon's mom is for most of story 
53. Angela broke up with Bryon to go out with this guy 
55. how Bryon makes his LEGAL money 
 

Down 

1. The bar owner 
2. They brother who beat up Bryon 
3. Slang word that means “cool” or “tyt yo” 
4. What Bryon borrows from Charlie 
6. Bryon’s last name 
7. long haired people who believe in peace 
8. The weapon Charlie uses to defend Mark and Bryon 
9. price of a coke 
10. Young, black girl who Mike Chambers meets 
11. how Bryon illegally made money 
12. where Mark is at end of story 
13. he was beat up after giving a girl a ride home 
16. classes M&M is failing 
17. A slang term for jail or “juvenile hall” 
18. how Mark starts cars 
21. The animal “golden-eyed” Mark is compared to 
23. The animal big, friendly Bryon is compared to 
25. what makes Charlie upset 
27. What M&M sees on his bad drug trip 
28. M&M’s drug nickname 
30. Strip of road that kids drove up and down on 
32. What Bryon does when discovers what Mark is selling 
35. what happened to Charlie 
38. the kind of magazine that M&M enjoys reading 
40. What Bryon and Cathy do after Mark is arrested 
42. car driven by “snobs” on the Ribbon 
43. money the boys owed Charlie 
46. The horrible thing Mark saw his parents do 
48. The drug M&M does that completely fries his brain 
50. What M&M fears might happen while he’s high 
54. pool player from Texas 
 



 


